FEMIPI PRIVACY POLICY

FEMIPI is the European professional umbrella organization representing the interests of IP professionals, agents and IP owners in industry. The President of FEMIPI is located at Otto-Hahn-Ring 6, Munich.

Privacy Statement

The purpose of this Privacy Policy is to inform you of the procedures regarding the collection, use and disclosure of information on the FEMIPI website accessible on: https://femipi.org/. Please read this Privacy Policy carefully.

The FEMIPI website is provided by FEMIPI. By visiting the FEMIPI Sites and providing information to FEMIPI, you acknowledge that you have been informed and you consent to the Privacy Policy, including use and disclosure of personal information which may be collected when you contact FEMIPI. If you do not wish your personal information to be used by FEMIPI in the manner set out in this Privacy Policy, please do not provide us this information.

Nature of information collected

In order to contact FEMIPI for any questions or comments, you may choose to provide some personal information. The main categories of personal information that FEMIPI may collect for the processing purposes described hereto are: family name, first name, organization, job title, activity, main area of interest, postal address, telephone/fax number and email.

Purposes of Data Processing

FEMIPI may use the personal information that you provide:

- to process and respond to your questions and/or inquiries,
- to keep you informed on the activities of FEMIPI,
- to manage your FEMIPI membership and keep the member list up to date.

Data retention

Your data will be used solely for the purpose of sending relevant communications. FEMIPI will retain your personal data only for as long as it is necessary to complete the operations for which data have been collected or until you request to no longer receive communications from us, in accordance with applicable laws and regulations. When you submit an enquiry to FEMIPI via our “Contact Us” form, an email is sent directly to a secure email server. The details of your enquiry may be stored in our email archives.
Transfer of data

For the purposes mentioned, FEMIPI may need to transfer and process your personal information in a country other than your country of residence and/or outside of the European Union, to/in countries which may have different data protection laws. In this case, FEMIPI will take care to ensure the security and confidentiality of your personal data.

Security

Protecting your privacy and your personal information is a priority for FEMIPI. FEMIPI has taken reasonable measures to protect your personal information from loss, misuse and alteration. However, please be aware that no data transmission over the Internet or storage technology can be guaranteed to be 100% secure. FEMIPI can only take steps to help reduce the risks of unauthorized access to information/data. Each individual using the internet can also take steps to help protect his/her personal information and is encouraged to do so to further minimize the likelihood that a security incident may occur.

Your rights

The collected information is necessary for your registration and, more generally, for the purposes described above. It is subject to data processing at FEMIPI.

- You have the right to obtain information as to whether or not your personal data is being processed, and get access to your personal data stored.
- You have the right to obtain the rectification of inaccurate personal data without undue delay.
- You have the right to obtain the erasure of your personal data without undue delay.
- You have the right to restrict processing of your personal data.
- You have the right to object processing of your personal data any time.
- If you no longer wish to receive communications from FEMIPI, you may opt out by sending an email to beat.weibel@siemens.com.

Contact

For any questions please contact the President of FEMIPI.